
 

 TRIPLE CHECK PROCESS  
 
 Participants: MDS/Medicare  

• Nurse  
• Biller  
• Therapist  

Documents Needed:  
1. Medical Record (Both computer and paper including certs, and denial letters, 

ancillary reports such as lab, x-ray etc.)  
2. Therapy documentation (minutes, daily, weekly, plan of cares)  
3. UB04  

Frequency: Monthly prior to sending bills  
Minimum Volume:  Less than 10 bills = 100%  

11 – 20 bills = 50%  
       Greater than 30 bills = 35%  

The administrator can certainly increase the volume at their discretion.  
 
The “triple check” in Medicare billing compares the UB04:  

• to the ancillary bills for the resident or the time period bills, making sure that all ancillaries are 
captured on the UB04  

• to the MDS and  

• to the resident’s chart  

• to therapy documentation  
 
The “triple check” is a front line review of compliance issues for Medicare billing for each resident bill 
(UB04) and will be detailed below.  
Steps:  

1. Each participant should prepare prior to the meeting filling the triple check as much as possible.  
2. Assign a recorder (take turns) either using a paper copy or your electronic document. 
3. The recorder will fill the document for therapy as the discussion occurs.  
4. Sign or type in the names of the participants on the completed triple check document.  
5. A copy will be made for each participant and for the Administrator or notify the Administrator of 

the completed electronic forms for review and signature. 

6. The Administrator will sign off and return the triple check to (or notify) the 
biller before the bill is sent to CMS.  

7. Upload the finished Triple check documents to the Compliance section on the Welcov portal. 
 
1. The process starts with communication among the Medicare team members. A tracking tool is used 
concurrently with the resident’s Medicare stay to track items that will be included on the Medicare bill—  

• Admit date  

• Qualifying stay  

• Etc.  

 
2. Ancillary bills, bills from vendors outlining services provided to specific Medicare resident.  
 
Bills received from vendors should be compared against the tracker information and then input into the 
billing system for inclusion on the UB04. Bills received but not on the tracker should be reviewed with 
nursing to verify appropriateness of bill before input into billing system. Make sure the service billed is not 
on the excluded list for SNF PPS.  



Once the draft UB04 has been printed, compare the vendor bill to what was input on the UB04 to verify 
accuracy and appropriateness of information. Make corrections as needed to the UB04.  
 
3. The MDS or MDS’s identified on the UB04 are checked against the UB04 to verify ARD, RUGS, 
HIPPS and coding.  The purpose here is to verify the ARD and the HIPPS code and the RUGS level. Also 
to check for any indicated ancillaries.  
 

4. The residents chart documentation is compared to the MDS to verify support for the RUGS in 
the record and all the technical requirements for Medicare coverage. All charges on the bill must be 
verified in the Medical record such as: lab & x-ray reports, physician progress notes & orders, treatments, 
O2, therapy, supplies i.e. wound, etc.  

 

5. It is important to verify documentation for all coverable skilled care whether it is in the 
maximized RUG or not.  

 

6. Compare Therapy documentation and units with the UB04.  They may differ by a unit or 
two due to evals.  If they are off more than that investigate the reason and make corrections. 
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